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-
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Boston Borough Council: Councillors P Bedford, C Brotherton and D Brown
(Substitutes: Councillors S Ransome, C Rylott and S Woodliffe)
Lincolnshire County Council: Councillors A Austin, M Brookes and C Davie
(Substitutes: Councillors C J T H Brewis and C N Worth.)
Substitutions – Substitute members will have full voting rights for individual meetings
only; and Substitute members allowed to attend all meetings of the South East
Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee to contribute but not vote.
Terms of Reference – The preparation, submission, adoption, monitoring and revision of
joint local development documents identified in a joint local development scheme; and the
preparation, submission, adoption, monitoring and revision of a joint local development
scheme, in respect of those documents.
A voting member who is unable to attend any meeting of the Joint Committee shall
inform the Chair of the Joint Committee in writing as soon as practicable and in any
event not later than 24 hours before the meeting is due to take place
Democratic Services
Council Offices, Priory Road
Spalding, Lincs PE11 2XE

Persons attending the meeting are
requested to turn their mobile telephones to
silent

Date: 7 July 2015

Please ask for Amanda Taylor: Telephone 01775 764837
e-mail: amandataylor@sholland.gov.uk

AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence.

2.

Declaration of Interests.
(Councillors are reminded that under the Code of Conduct they are not
to participate in the whole of an agenda item to which they have a
Disclosable Pecuniary Interest. In the interests of transparency,
councillors may also wish to declare any other interests that they have,
in relation to an agenda item, that supports the Nolan principles detailed
within the Code of Conduct.)

3.

Minutes - To sign as a correct record the notes of the meeting of the
South East Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee meeting
held on 19 June 2015 (copy enclosed).

(Pages
1 - 2)

4.

South East Lincolnshire Local Plan: Spatial Strategy Background Paper
- To seek approval for the Spatial Strategy Background Paper to inform
further work on the preparation of the South East Lincolnshire Local
Plan including future public consultation exercises. (Report of the Joint
Policy Unit Manager enclosed.)

(Pages
3 - 28)

Owing to the complexity of the committee papers the Joint Policy
Unit Manager will be summarising the contents through a
PowerPoint Presentation.
5.

Any other items which the Chairman decides are urgent.
Note:

No other business is permitted unless by reason of special
circumstances, which shall be specified in the minutes, the
Chairman is of the opinion that the item(s) should be
considered as a matter of urgency.
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Minutes of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the SOUTH EAST
LINCOLNSHIRE JOINT STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE held in the South
Holland District Council, Council Chamber, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding,
on Friday, 19 June 2015 at 10.00 am.
PRESENT
R Gambba-Jones (Chairman)
P Bedford (Vice-Chairman)
B Alcock
P E Coupland

C Brotherton
D Brown

A Austin
M Brookes

Planning Manager (Breckland and South Holland District Councils), Head of Built
Environment and Development (Boston Borough Council), Joint Policy Unit Manager
(South Holland District Council), Deputy Joint Policy Unit Manager (Boston Borough
Council), County Commissioner for Economy and Place (Lincolnshire County
Council), Environment Agency Officer, Senior Planning Policy Officer (South Holland
District Council), Planning Policy Officer (South Holland District Council), Forward
Planning Officer (Boston Borough Council), Planning Lawyer (Legal Services
Lincolnshire), and Democratic Services Officer (South Holland District Council).
In Attendance: Councillors F Biggadike, C J T H Brewis and C N Worth.
Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillor C Davie.
1.

WELCOME
The outgoing Chairman, Councillor P Bedford, opened the meeting and welcomed
those in attendance.

2.

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN
The Joint Policy Unit Manager (SHDC) requested nominations for the election of the
Chairman of the South East Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee for the
ensuing year.
DECISION:
That Councillor R Gambba-Jones be elected Chairman for the ensuing year.

3.

ELECTION OF VICE-CHAIRMAN
The Chairman invited nominations for the election of the Vice-Chairman of the South
East Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee for the ensuing year (to be from
a different authority to that of the Chairman).
DECISION:
That Councillor P Bedford be elected Vice-Chairman for the ensuing year.

-2SOUTH EAST LINCOLNSHIRE JOINT
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE - 19
June 2015

4.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
No interests were declared.

5.

MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting held on 6 March 2015 were signed by the Chairman as a
correct record.

6.

ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE URGENT
No items were deemed to be urgent.

7.

LOCAL PLAN TRAINING
The Chairman closed the meeting for members to receive a training session on the
Local Plan.
(The meeting ended at 10.08 am)
(End of minutes)

Agenda Item 4.
SOUTH EAST LINCOLNSHIRE JOINT STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE
Report of:

South East Lincolnshire Joint Policy Unit Manager

To:

South East Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee (the Joint
Committee) – 24 July 2015

(Author:

Gary Alexander, South East Lincolnshire Joint Policy Unit Manager )

Subject:

South East Lincolnshire Local Plan: Spatial Strategy Background
Paper

Purpose:

To seek approval for the Spatial Strategy Background Paper to inform
further work on the preparation of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
including future public consultation exercises

Recommendations:
1)

That Members consider the contents of this report and the attached Draft Spatial Strategy
Background Paper;

2)

That Members agree, with or without revisions, to approve the Draft Spatial Strategy
Background Paper; and

3)

That the final version of the Spatial Strategy Background Paper forms part of the published
supporting documentation accompanying subsequent stages of Local Plan preparation.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The preparation of the emerging South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (the Local Plan)
has, to date, involved the consideration of a wide range of evidence (including the results
of public consultation), issues and processes, and this will continue to be the case as
progress is made towards final adoption of the Local Plan. In order to inform full
appreciation of the reasoning behind the courses of action that have been, and will be,
taken in respect of some of the key aspects of plan preparation, there is a need to
produce some ‘background papers’ on certain matters. These will serve to supplement
the more subject-specific bodies of evidence in explaining to the public at large, various
interest groups and, in particular, the independent Inspector at the Local Plan
Examination, how emerging and final Local Plan proposals have been determined.

1.2

The ‘Spatial Strategy Background Paper ‘ which forms Appendix 1 to this report is the
first of what will be several such documents to be presented to the Joint Committee for
approval. By seeking Joint Committee approval at the earliest opportunity, these papers
can be brought into the public domain and, thereby, help to lend transparency to the
process of preparing the Local Plan and support more effective engagement with all
concerned during formal periods of public consultation. Moreover, in gaining Joint
Committee approval for these papers, both Members and officers become better placed to
reach agreement on how certain, often complex, matters should be addressed.
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1.3

The Spatial Strategy Background Paper sets out some of the fundamental changes in the
direction of Local Plan preparation that have taken place since public consultation on ‘The
Combined Preferred Options and Sustainability Appraisal Report’ was undertaken in
May/June of 2013. It particularly focuses on the proposed revised settlement hierarchy for
South East Lincolnshire (detailed in section 7 of the Background Paper), which will serve
to provide residential development opportunities across a wider range of settlements,
notwithstanding previous concerns about the issue of flood risk.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

Members can choose to accept the contents of the Draft Spatial Strategy Background
Paper which, in the main, are a factual statement of plan-preparation activities.

2.2

Alternatively, Members can suggest changes to the document which would enhance its
utility.

2.3

Finally, by not approving the document (the ‘Do Nothing’ option), Members would lend
uncertainty to the plan-preparation process which could lead to delays in meeting the
Local Plan timetable agreed by the Joint Committee at its last meeting.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

The reasons for the recommendations are to provide local planning authority approval on
the future course of Local Plan preparation.

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

By approving the recommendations, Members will serve to support the preparation of the
Local Plan in accordance with the published timetable.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS

5.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.2

Constitution & Legal

5.2.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.3

Contracts

5.3.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.4

Corporate Priorities

5.4.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.5

Crime and Disorder

5.5.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.6

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.6.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
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5.7

Financial

5.7.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.8

Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.9

Risk Management

5.9.1

It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.10

Safeguarding

5.10.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.11

Staffing

5.11.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.
5.12

Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales

5.12.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that failure to approve the Draft Spatial Strategy
Background Paper may serve to impact on officers' ability to meet the Local Plan timetable
milestones set out in the statutorily-prepared South East Lincolnshire Local Development
Scheme.
6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

All wards are affected as it relates to the preparation of the South East Lincolnshire Local
Plan

Background papers:- None
Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Gary Alexander, South East Lincolnshire Joint Policy Unit Manager
Telephone Number: 01775-764467
Email: galexander@sholland.gov.uk
This report refers to a Mandatory Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix 1 : South East Lincolnshire Local Plan: Spatial Strategy Background Paper
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Appendix 1

South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
Spatial Strategy Background Paper
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

In May 2013, the South East Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning
Committee (the Joint Committee) published its first consultation document
relating to the contents of the emerging South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
(the Local Plan). It was titled the ‘Combined Preferred Options and
Sustainability Appraisal Report’ and was intended to be the first stage in the
preparation of a ‘Strategy and Policies Development Plan Document’ (DPD),
which along with the subsequent preparation of a Site Allocations DPD
would comprise the Local Plan. The Combined Preferred Options and
Sustainability Appraisal Report (the Preferred Options) set out an approach
to housing delivery and distribution based on the previous regional policy
framework (the ‘East Midlands Regional Plan’) and subsequent work
undertaken on the Lincolnshire Coastal Study. The contents of this
background paper seek to explain the process that has informed the
emerging revised Local Plan proposals for the quantity and distribution of
housing development across South East Lincolnshire.

1.2

Following the consultation on the Preferred Options in 2013, the Joint
Committee has had the opportunity to consider the representations received
alongside important changes to national planning policy and guidance.
These considerations have mainly affected the Preferred Options
approaches on meeting ‘housing needs’ and the distribution of housing to
meet these needs in the settlements within the area covered by the Local
Plan (the plan area). Key issues that have been taken into account include:
•
•

•

•

the publication of the Government’s ‘Planning Practice Guidance’
(PPG) for England;
the decision of the Joint Committee that the Local Plan should change
its scope to form a single document covering the overall strategy for the
area; specific allocations for housing, employment and other land use
matters; and necessary development management policies;
further evidence on ‘objectively assessed needs’ for market and
affordable housing set out in two strategic housing market assessments
(SHMAs) that cover the housing markets within South East
Lincolnshire; and
consideration of local and wider economic evidence.

2.0

National Planning Policy and Guidance

2.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the key principles
for planning including the presumption in favour of sustainable development,
most notably in paragraph 14 where it states:
‘For plan-making this means that:
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•
•

2.2

local planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet
the development needs of their area;
Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient
flexibility to adapt to rapid change, unless:
–

any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the
policies in this Framework taken as a whole; or

–

specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be
restricted.9’

The NPPF goes on to state in paragraph 47:
‘To boost significantly the supply of housing, local planning authorities
should:
•

•

•
•

•
2.3

use their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan meets the full,
objectively assessed needs for market and affordable housing in the
housing market area, as far as is consistent with the policies set out in
this Framework, including identifying key sites which are critical to the
delivery of the housing strategy over the plan period;
identify and update annually a supply of specific deliverable11 sites
sufficient to provide five years worth of housing against their housing
requirements with an additional buffer of 5% (moved forward from later
in the plan period) to ensure choice and competition in the market for
land. Where there has been a record of persistent under delivery of
housing, local planning authorities should increase the buffer to 20%
(moved forward from later in the plan period) to provide a realistic
prospect of achieving the planned supply and to ensure choice and
competition in the market for land;
identify a supply of specific, developable12 sites or broad locations for
growth, for years 6-10 and, where possible, for years 11-15;
for market and affordable housing, illustrate the expected rate of
housing delivery through a housing trajectory for the plan period and
set out a housing implementation strategy for the full range of housing
describing how they will maintain delivery of a five-year supply of
housing land to meet their housing target; and
set out their own approach to housing density to reflect local
circumstances.’

Further guidance is set out in the PPG within the section titled ‘Housing and
economic development needs assessments’. The key aspects outlined in the
guidance include:
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•
•
•
•
2.4

that the purpose is to derive an objective assessment of needs for
housing and economic development;
the parameters to consider in determining the housing market area for
the plan area;
the methodological approach to apply in assessing housing need and
economic development needs; and
the core outputs and monitoring framework that ideally should be
applied.

It is important to note that the PPG states that:
‘Assessing development needs should be proportionate and does not require
local councils to consider purely hypothetical future scenarios, only future
scenarios that could be reasonably expected to occur.’

3.0

The Preferred Options (May 2013)

3.1

There were two main factors that determined the strategy for making
provision for housing needs in the Preferred Options: one was to ‘limit’ the
overall amount of housing to be provided according to rates of development
that had taken place since 1976. The other was to place significant
emphasis on managing the level of housing development in flood-hazard
locations and give the whole matter of flood risk precedence above
considerations such as the ‘sustainability’ of settlements. This approach also
suggested that a ‘cap’ on development should be placed on those
settlements where flood risk was worst.

3.2

Chapter 4 of the Preferred Options sets out the detail of how the emerging
Local Plan intended to take forward the two factors noted above. The need
to account for the flood risk was set out in Policy 5 of the now revoked East
Midlands Regional Plan (the Regional Plan ) which identified there was a
need for a strategy to be prepared to provide a long-term strategic vision for
the three Lincolnshire coastal districts (Boston Borough, East Lindsey
District and South Holland District). The intention for the strategy was to:
•
•
•

consider the flood risk issues facing the three districts;
consider future regeneration and development needs; and
determine how best to deliver a robust approach to flood management.

The Regional Plan further identified that housing development in the three
coastal districts was to be limited to that set out in its Policy 13a until such
time that a strategy was agreed to inform a future round of strategic planning
(see Table 1 below).
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Table 1 – Housing Provision derived from Policy 13a of the East
Midlands Regional Plan
Local Planning
Authority Area

Annual Housing
Provision (2006
onwards)

Boston BC
South Holland DC
South East
Lincolnshire

3.3

Total Housing
Provision (2006-2026)
270
540

2,700
7,400

810

10,100

The Lincolnshire Coastal Study Steering Group was formed in 2008 to
progress work on the proposed strategy. Consultants were commissioned to
prepare a ‘Lincolnshire Coastal Study’ (the LCS) which was completed in
March 2010. The LCS set out three guiding ‘principles’ to inform future work
on the review of the Regional Plan in respect of the three Lincolnshire coastal
districts1. The first two principles set out the need to manage the level of
development in areas identified as hazardous with respect to flooding; and the
general approach to mitigation where it was necessary/feasible to do so. The
third principle set out the aim to improve social, economic and environmental
conditions in existing and new communities by:
•

‘Minimising the loss of high quality agricultural land;

•

Diversifying the tourism industry;

•

Improving green infrastructure;

•

Protecting and enhancing water infrastructure;

•

Protecting natural, cultural and historic assets;

•

Improving transport infrastructure and services;

•

Improving the quality of existing housing stock and access to jobs,
training and services for local people.’

It was identified that there would be a particular focus on more deprived
areas.
3.4

1

The LCS identified a number of flood-hazard zones that were designated
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green and White. The outcome of the work was to
propose that:

The LCS principles can be viewed at:
http://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/residents/environment-and-planning/environment/lincolnshire-coastalstudy/ (see Summary Report; pages 12-14)
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•

•

•

•

•

major housing development would be largely delivered outside the
three most severe forecast flood-hazard zones (coloured red, orange
and yellow – the ‘ROY’ zones)2;
major housing development could be permitted in the low hazard zone
(coloured green) subject to the mitigation of flood risk through floodresilient design and emergency planning measures;
other development, including housing to meet local housing needs,
employment and business-related development, community
infrastructure and buildings for use in emergencies could be permitted
in the ROY zones subject to the mitigation of flood risk;
the key to the delivery of buildings in the flood hazard zones was the
implementation of flood-resilient design and emergency planning
measures;
measures to reduce risk to people in all flood hazard zones through
emergency planning and flood resilience and to improve wider socioeconomic conditions in the Coastal Study area could be delivered in a
variety of ways and should involve national government and
government agencies, regional organisations, local authorities and
private sector businesses.

3.4

The proposals to revoke the Regional Plan in 2010 led to joint statement
being issued by the four local authorities involved in the LCS plus the
Environment Agency and Natural England. This confirmed the intention to
utilise the LCS as part of the evidence base for the preparation of Local
Plans3 across the three coastal districts. A further statement in 2011
reconfirmed this position.

3.5

One of the key outcomes from the publication of the LCS was further work
on demographic projections for the three coastal districts. Consultants were
engaged4 to produce population and household projections that considered
the implications for development in the ROY zones and the rest of the
districts’ areas. The work considered six growth scenarios:
•
•
•

Migration–led A: 2010-base, using the latest mid-year estimate
revisions;
Migration–led B: 2010-base, constrained to latest ONS sub-national
projections;
CR 10- Year: Historical build rate scenario (based on recent housing
completions over a ten-year period;

2

The LCS flood-hazard zones can be viewed at:
http://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/residents/environment-and-planning/environment/lincolnshire-coastalstudy/ (see Summary Report; pages 9-11)
3
The statements actually refer to the preparation of ‘LDFs’ which was the previous terminology for
Local Plans.
4
Edge Analytics (2012); Demographic Projections for Coastal Districts in Lincolnshire
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•
•
•
3.6

RSS: RSS scenario (based on targets in the Regional Plan);
Zero dwelling: Zero-dwelling growth scenario; and
Zero population: Zero population growth scenario.

The population estimates indicated that in 2010, 85% of Boston Borough’s
population and 19% of South Holland District’s population lived in the socalled ‘wet areas’ (the ROY zones). Overall, 47% of South East
Lincolnshire’s population were resident in wet areas. Table 2 below sets out
the expected annual housing requirement related to each scenario.
Table 2 – Annual Housing Requirement derived from Demographic
Projections for Boston Borough and South Holland District
Scenario

Migration–
led A
Migration–
led B
CR 10Year
RSS
Zero
dwelling
Zero
population

3.7

Average number of dwellings per year (2011-2031)
Boston
Boston (Dry) South
South
(Wet)
Holland
Holland
(Wet)
(Dry)
507

58

76

645

477

53

66

596

262

50

66

424

231

39

106

434

0

0

0

0

62

15

20

109

The Preferred Options concluded that the key issues to address in planning
for housing growth and flood risk were:
•

•

The need to provide a strategic response to the issue of flood risk that:
ensures that new development has flood resistance and resilience
measures appropriate to its proposed use, location and for the lifetime
of the development; ensures that future development does not increase
the probability and severity of flooding; and reduces the probability of
flooding in South East Lincolnshire through the development of
infrastructure and strategic approaches to land use;
In the proposed absence of a regionally-imposed target, a need to
identify a requirement for housing growth in South East Lincolnshire up
to 2031. Given that Boston Borough and South Holland District
Councils retain their separate roles as local planning authorities for
development management purposes, this requirement needs to be
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•

3.8

based on separate specified targets for Boston Borough and South
Holland District - in order to address the issues arising from the
requirement in the NPPF that local planning authorities maintain a
supply of deliverable sites sufficient to provide 5-years’ worth of
housing against requirements with an additional buffer15 for flexibility;
and
In view of the distribution of flood hazard in South East Lincolnshire
and national planning policy that indicates that additional housing may
be necessary in flood risk areas to support sustainable development,
there is a need to determine an approach to the provision of housing in
those parts of South East Lincolnshire which are categorised as floodhazard zone Red, Orange or Yellow (i.e. Danger for All, Danger for
Most or Danger to Some), and together are described as the ‘ROY
zones’.’

The Preferred Options then went on to identify potential reasonable options
to account for how the Local Plan would deal with flood risk, and in turn how
this would influence the strategy for housing growth. It was concluded that a
clear policy framework for the location and management of development with
respect to flood risk was the only reasonable approach to be taken. In
determining the housing growth strategy, two reasonable options were
considered: one based in accordance with the NPPF and objectively
assessed need, and one that continued the figures from the Regional Plan
but extended them to 2031. The scenarios from the previous demographic
projections were considered to be unreasonable either because the level of
housing completions forecast (Migration-led A and B scenarios) were
significantly higher than any previously achieved in the plan area or in the
case of the zero-population approach, would not meet the objectively
assessed need for the plan area.

4.0

Revised Approach to Housing

4.1

Following the consultation on the Preferred Options, it was increasingly
apparent that the approach to housing provision set out in that consultation
document would need to be adjusted. This was partly as a result of the
consultation response5 which highlighted views on the quantum and location
of development. It was apparent that there were challenges in applying a cap
limiting housing development that was based solely upon flood risk. It raised
questions as to how to meet housing needs when the cap was reached and
how would the cap be monitored and enforced. It was also the case that the
cap would have a particular impact on the Boston urban area, which had
experienced significant population growth and was, therefore, likely to
continue to be a focus for housing growth. An additional factor was that

5

Will need to reference the Consultation Statement produced for the Local Plan
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further evidence was emerging from Government guidance, principally
through the publication of the PPG, that set out the expected approach to be
undertaken in assessing objectively assessed needs for housing.
4.2

In reconsidering the approach on what emphasis to give to flood risk in
deciding which settlements should have the most growth it should be
emphasized that flood risk still remains a very high priority in planning
development needs. There are significant limitations within the plan area as
regards sustainable locations where flood risk can be avoided, but in site
selection and mitigation the policy approach will still be to minimise the worst
consequences.

4.3

An additional factor to consider was the opportunity to move forward with a
single DPD rather than the original intention to prepare two. The NPPF
flagged the possibility that Local Plans could be based on a single
document, signalling a move away from the previous Local Development
Framework (LDF) approach. This was further amplified in the PPG
(Paragraph: 012 Reference ID: 12-012-20140306).

4.4

In light of the suggested approach set out in the NPPF and PPG, further
consideration was undertaken by the Joint Committee at its meeting held on
28 February 2014. An aspect of the need for further thought was the
recognition that there was an increasing move towards single Local Plan
documents by local authorities across the country. It was also recognised
that the preparation of a single Local Plan document would take more time,
and therefore working on a time period that extended to 2036 (as opposed to
2031with the ‘two DPD’ approach) would be of more practical use. The Joint
Committee resolved to proceed to a single Local Plan document.

5.0

Evidence on Objectively Assessed Needs for Housing

Housing
5.1

Significant changes to the evidence on population and housing needs have
occurred since the Preferred Options went out to consultation. In particular,
the Regional Plan has been formally revoked and the results of the 2011
Census have been released. Moreover, the latest household projections
were published by the Government in February 2015 and the PPG
specifically states that they should be the starting point for the objectively
assessed need for housing.
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Peterborough Sub-Regional Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2014)
5.2

The Peterborough Sub-Regional Strategic Housing Market Assessment (the
Peterborough SHMA) was published in July 20146. The Peterborough SHMA
has followed the guidance set out in the PPG and has considered a range of
scenarios utilising demographic and economic information to inform potential
outcomes. The report has covered the issues of ‘market signals’ and
affordable housing, and has also considered the needs of specific groups of
people within the housing market area. The report includes a useful diagram
(page 15) that illustrates the approach undertaken by the consultants. The
Peterborough SHMA is currently being updated to consider the publication of
the latest household projections in February 2015.

5.3

The Peterborough SHMA provides an analysis of market signals (Chapter 5)
and concludes that, in common with the national situation, there is likely to
have been a degree of suppressed household formation in the area. The
Peterborough SHMA identifies that apart from Rutland County, the local
evidence does not point to a particular need to boost housing supply to
respond to market information. One issue identified is the increase in
overcrowding in South Holland District (and Peterborough City) recorded
between the 2001 and 2011 Censuses. This is attributed to the potential
different household structures observed in in-migrant households over the
decade.

5.4

The Peterborough SHMA sets out a number of demographic projections:
•
•
•
•
•

5.5

PROJ 1 (2011-based ONS7 and CLG8 projections rolled-forward to
2036)
PROJ 2 (2011-based ONS and CLG projections updated to take
account of more recent data about population growth)
PROJ 2A (Linked to PROJ 2 above with a reduced household
formation constraint)
PROJ 3 (Linked to employment growth shown in an Experian baseline
economic forecast)
PROJ 4 (Linked to employment growth shown in an Experian baseline
economic forecast with a 20% uplift)

The consultants concluded that it was not appropriate to also utilise the 2008
household projections commenting as follows:

6

It covers the areas administered by Peterborough City, Rutland County, South Holland District and
South Kesteven District Councils
7
The Office for National Statistics
8
The Department for Communities and Local Government
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‘Git is not considered that the 2008-based projections can any longer be
considered as sufficiently up-to-date. Since the 2008-based projections were
published there have been two further releases of population projections and
one of household projections. Additionally, data from the 2011 Census has
shown that pre-Census estimates of population and household change were
significantly wrong (at a national level population growth had been underestimated with the opposite trend being seen for household growth).
Therefore any projections published prior to the 2011 Census cannot readily
be used in the assessment of overall housing needs. That said, component
parts of the 2008-based projections (such as household representative
rates) are useful as a comparator with the more recent 2011-based
projections and this is commented on later in this document.’
5.6

The consultants recommend that PROJ 2A provides the most plausible
scenario to consider in terms of deriving the demographic aspect of housing
need for the HMA. The report states that the consultants:
‘Ghave taken the pragmatic approach that future household formation will
fall at the mid-point between figures in the 2011-based CLG projections
(which appear to project forward a trend of constraint) and the data in the
2008-based figures (which are largely unconstrained).’

5.7

The Peterborough SHMA draws the various projections together for
comparative purposes in Table 38, which is reproduced below as Table 3 for
convenience.

Table 3: Summary of Demographic Projections
CLG
Updated Remodelled Economic Economic
2011
2011
Headship
Baseline Aspiration
(PROJ1) (PROJ 2)
(PROJ 2A)
(PROJ 3)
(PROJ 4)
ONS
Migration
Experian
Experian
Updated
Updated
Assumptions
2010/11
driven
+20%
Headship
CLG
CLG
Updated
Updated
Updated
Assumptions
2011
2011
Peterborough
881
1001
1107
739
844
Rutland
178
129
138
173
184
South
551
515
558
347
387
Holland
South
670
615
659
642
706
Kesteven
TOTAL
2282
2260
2462
1901
2121
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5.8

The Peterborough SHMA considers the need for affordable housing across
the range of tenures, and concludes there is ‘...a clear and significant need
for new affordable housing in the HMA justifying policies for affordable
housing in development plans.’ Table 57 in the Peterborough SHMA
suggests that about 54% of the annual housing need in South Holland
District would be for affordable housing. The study identifies the role of the
private rented sector (PRS) in potentially meeting some affordable housing
need and concludes:
‘...there is no strong evidence of a quantitative need to increase overall
housing need above the levels identified by the baseline demographic
projections in order to ensure delivery of sufficient affordable housing
delivery over the plan period. Higher provision could however enable the
councils to potentially reduce the role of the PRS moving forward and
improve tenure imbalance.’

5.9

The key conclusions in the Peterborough SHMA are:
•

•

•

The best fit of local authority boundaries for the HMA for the purposes
of strategic planning includes Peterborough City, Rutland County,
South Holland District and South Kesteven District Councils.
The Peterborough SHMA in particular highlights links from South
Holland to Boston Borough, from Peterborough to Yaxley in
Huntingdonshire District and Whittlesey in Fenland District, and
towards Wisbech in Fenland District. The balance between housing
supply and demand in these areas will influence local market dynamics
in parts of the HMA (and vice versa).
Comparison of actual trends in household sizes observed in 2011
against the size which would have been expected had longer-term
formation trends been maintained (shown by the 2008-based
household projections) suggests a degree of suppression is likely to
have occurred in the HMA over the past decade. As a result the
consultants ran a projection that sat between the 2008 and 2011-based
CLG household projections (PROJ 2A).

Peterborough Sub-Regional Strategic Housing Market Assessment Update
(2015)
5.10

In light of the publication of new national household projections in February
2015, the partner local authorities decided to commission an update to the
2014 Peterborough SHMA. It is expected that the update will be completed
by the end of July 2015. The key output from the update will be revised
housing figures for each of the four local authorities. Currently, it is expected
that the figure for South Holland District’s objectively assessed need for
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housing will be lower than the range set out in the 2014 Peterborough
SHMA. The primary reason for this is that the new household projections
have produced a significant fall in the estimate of households. In the case of
South Holland District, the latest household projections suggest an annual
average of about 400 households forming up to 2033 compared to the
interim household projections of about 570 households forming per year up
to 2021.
Boston Borough Strategic Housing Market Assessment
5.11

An updated Strategic Housing Market Assessment for Boston Borough (the
Boston SHMA) is currently being finalised9. The draft report provides the
latest iteration with respect to the objectively assessed need within the
Boston Borough part of the South East Lincolnshire plan area. Boston
Borough was previously considered within a joint SHMA for the ‘Coastal
Lincolnshire’ area which also included East Lindsey District. It was
considered appropriate to undertake a separate update for Boston Borough
as a result of changing dynamics in terms of population growth in
comparison to neighbouring East Lindsey District. It is also worth noting that
East Lindsey District Council has also undertaken a SHMA update covering
its administrative area. The draft Boston SHMA considers the case for
treating Boston Borough as a self-contained housing market area and,
through analysis of 2011 Census data on migration and commuting patterns,
concludes that ‘GBoston is a relatively self-contained housing market area.’

5.12

The Boston SHMA goes on to consider the demographic projections for the
Borough. The starting point is the new national household projections
published in February 2015. Two alternative scenarios are also included:
one based on using projections that reflect the longer-term migration
changes observed in the area (over a 12-year period); and one that makes
an adjustment for the unattributable population change (UPC) that features
in the 2011Census. The outcome from these scenarios is shown in Table 4
below, illustrating that the two alternative scenarios bracket around the latest
household projections scenario.
Table 4: Summary of Demographic Projections
2012-based
12-year
rates
migration rate
Dwellings
283
364
(per annum)

5.13

9

UPC
adjustment
219

The Boston SHMA considers economic factors, drawing upon standard
forecasts from Experian. The forecast from Experian suggests an increase of

JG Consulting (XX 2015); Strategic Housing Market Assessment
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just over 3,000 jobs in the Borough between 2011 and 2031. Extrapolating
the trend through to 2036 brings the job figure to around 3,800. The draft
report notes that this level of expected jobs would imply a housing figure of
about 185 dwellings per annum compared to the demographic projection of
283 dwellings per annum. It is therefore concluded that there is no reason to
increase the dwelling figure as a result of economic projections.
5.14

Affordable housing needs are then assessed in the Boston SHMA. Over the
plan period the modelling indicates an average annual requirement of about
250 dwellings. The analysis goes on to conclude:
‘Gthe link between the affordable housing need and the overall need for
housing (or the objectively assessed need) is complex. Once account is
taken of the fact that many of the households in need are already living in
accommodation (existing households) and the role played by the private
rented sector, the analysis does not suggest that there is any strong
evidence of a need to consider additional housing to help meet the need.
However, some additional housing could potentially be considered as part of
a market signals adjustment to help improve affordability for younger
households. A modest uplift would not be expected to generate any
significant population growth (over and above that shown by demographic
projections) such that consideration of lower housing numbers in other areas
would need to be agreed through duty to cooperate.’

5.15

Market signals are then covered in the draft report. It identifies that there has
been ‘Gsome modest affordability pressures in the Borough, particularly
because of the under-delivery of housing in recent years but also due to high
private sector rents, levels of overcrowding and affordability (linked to
affordable housing need). However, on balance it is considered that the
scale of adjustment to housing supply over and above demographic-led
projections should only be moderate.’ The draft report suggests that a
particular issue has been household formation amongst the 25 to 34 year old
age cohort (lower than expected headship rates are evident). The
consultants have applied a return to the 2008-based household projections
for the headship rates in this age group which equates to an uplift in the
order of about seven per cent on the demographic projection. The assessed
housing need would therefore increase.

Links to other Economic Projections/Strategies
5.16

It is necessary to consider the work undertaken in the SHMAs alongside
relevant economic strategies. This enables comparisons to be made
between the economic assumptions utilised in the SHMAs and those set out
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in economic strategies to ensure that there is a broad comparability between
studies/strategies.
5.17

The key strategies and reports to consider are:
•
•

the Greater Lincolnshire Local Economic Partnership (GLLEP)
Strategic Economic Plan (2014); and
the South East Lincolnshire Employment Premises & Land Review
(2012).

5.18

The GLLEP Strategic Economic Plan was published in 2014. The plan sets
out priorities for growth across the Greater Lincolnshire area with key
projects identified for delivery in 2015/16 and 2016/17. The plan has longterm objectives of:
•
increasing the value of the Greater Lincolnshire economy by £3.2
billion;
•
assisting 22,000 businesses in terms of advice and funding; and
•
creating 13,000 jobs by 2030.

5.19

It is important to note that the intention to create 13,000 jobs is for the whole
of the Greater Lincolnshire area and that there is no disaggregation of the
job figures into the local authority areas. The plan does, however, identify
specific projects that fall within Boston Borough and South Holland District
including proposals for the Spalding Rail-Freight Interchange, Spalding
Western Relief Road, Boston Distributor Road and Boston Barrier.

5.20

The South East Lincolnshire Employment Premises and Land Review (the
Review) was published in 2012 to inform the emerging Local Plan on various
economic matters. It focussed on the traditional approach of assessing
employment land trends and requirements within the ‘B-class’ land uses.
The Review included a number of potential future economic scenarios to
inform the estimates for employment land requirements including:
•
•
•
•

•

Baseline Job Growth (forecast produced by Experian);
Higher Job Growth (variation from Experian baseline with a 20% uplift
in the growth of industrial jobs compared to the baseline forecast);
Past Development Rates (based on completion rates/trends from 2004
to 2012);
Lower Past Development Rates (completion rates over the same time
period but 2007/08 removed as an anomalous year due to a high rate
of completions); and
Future Labour Supply (based on growth of 810 dwellings per annum for
a plan period to 2026, adjusted to reflect the plan period to 2031).
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5.21

The Review highlighted implied job levels that would be expected to be
derived from the various scenarios (see Figure 5.3 in the report): job growth
would vary between 76 jobs per annum to 412 jobs per annum. This
compares with the job estimates in the SHMAs as follows:
•
•

South Holland District – approx. 13,800 additional jobs by 2036 (552
jobs per annum)
Boston Borough – approx. 3,800 additional jobs by 2036 (152 jobs per
annum)

5.22

An important point to note in comparing job numbers is that the Review
purely considers jobs within the B use classes whilst the Experian figures for
the two SMHAs includes jobs in other sectors (e.g. education and retail).
However, in broad terms, the job estimates contained in the Review are
considered to be consistent with the forecasts for jobs within the SHMAs.

6.0

New methodology for assessing settlements and their role in meeting
development needs

6.1

The comments made in section 4 regarding the need to revise the Local
Plan’s emerging approach to the scale and distribution of housing across
South East Lincolnshire meant that a new methodology for determining the
suitability of settlements for accommodating housing growth was required.
The purpose of the new methodology would be to examine, in detail, if and
how, the objectively assessed needs for housing in Boston Borough and
South Holland District (explored in section 5 above) could be met in the
respective parts of the plan area, because the Joint Committee had
previously expressed the desire that the full housing needs should be met in
this way, if possible. (If this aim could not be realised, alternative solutions
would have to be considered through the ‘Duty to Cooperate’.) In essence,
there was a need to determine a new settlement hierarchy for South East
Lincolnshire, mindful that it would be required not only for the purposes of
guiding the scale and distribution of housing growth but also for informing the
location of other types of development.

6.2

The first step in the process was to determine a broad hierarchy of
settlements based upon extant local plans and the approach taken in the
Preferred Options. However, the assessment process for determining the
new settlement hierarchy was made more exhaustive than for the previous
Preferred Options in that a significant number of additional smaller
settlements (which to all intents and purposes had previously been treated
as subject to ‘Countryside’ policies) were included for consideration. This
was in response to comments made though public consultation, proposed
development sites submitted through the ‘Strategic Housing Land Availability
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Assessment’ (SHLAA) process and the emphasis which the NPPF places
on meeting development needs in a sustainable manner.
6.3

The next step was to slightly amend the broad categories for the new
settlement hierarchy from those set out in the Preferred Options, in order to
provide a consistency in the terminology used and to take account of the
inclusion of an additional number of smaller settlements (see para 6.2
above), hence:
•
•
•
•
•

6.4

Sub-Regional Centres;
Major Service Centres;
Minor Service Centres (most of which were previously designated as
Service Villages in the Preferred Options);
Other Service Centres and Settlements; and
The Countryside (which covers the remainder of the plan area).

As part of the detailed assessment of where settlements should be defined
in the new hierarchy, the following evidence was considered (as detailed in
the attached Appendix A):
•
•
•
•
•

‘Sustainability of Settlement’ score (based on the availability of services
and facilities)
Parish population in 2011
Historic rates of housing completions, 1976 - 2011
Percentage of parish house completions, 1976 - 2011
An assessment of flood risk across 15 categories ranging from Flood
Zone 1 (no hazard) to Flood Zone 3 (danger for all) in terms of what
percentage of land lies in, and in close proximity of, each settlement for
these 15 categories

6.5

Additional detailed evidence was considered with regard to potential site
availability (SHLAA evidence) and also more subjective considerations such
as the need for major strategic infrastructure (e.g. the Spalding Western
Relief Road and the Boston Distributor Road). The importance of a
settlement was also considered with regard to whether it might perform a
broader sustainability role in supporting one or more nearby settlements (a
‘cluster role’).

6.6

The methodology that has been applied cannot be analysed from a forensic
approach (e.g. ‘x’ sustainability score = ‘y’ type of service centre) as each
settlement has its own distinctive geography, developed form, access to
services, constraints (e.g. flood risk) and needs etc. It is also the case that a
major part of the purpose of defining types of settlement is to help in the
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process of determining the distribution of future housing growth and, as both
Boston Borough and South Holland District have separate, overall housing
needs to be met, the categorisation of settlements can only be broadly
comparable across the two areas.
6.7

The proposed new settlement hierarchy is set out in section 7 below (and
also attached Appendix A). There are distinct differences in the roles of
settlements throughout the plan area. Both Boston town and Spalding are
assessed as performing quite different roles, and therefore meeting different
development needs, from the rest of the settlements in the plan area.
Holbeach is also of a different scale to most settlements. That being said,
Holbeach is considered to perform a role comparable with those settlements
in the Main Service Centre category. The Main Service Centres can be seen
as a distinct, higher order, group of settlements from the Minor Service
Centres.

6.8

For the purposes of meeting housing needs it is considered that only the
three categories defined as Sub-Regional, Main Service and Minor Service
Centres should be assessed for their capability of accommodating allocated
housing sites (i.e. sites that could be developed for at least ten houses).

6.9

Below the top three tiers in the hierarchy, the Other Service Centres and
Settlements should not be evaluated for the purpose of meeting objectively
assessed needs for housing. Effectively, their contribution will be to assist in
meeting housing needs specific to the settlement - where limited
opportunities permit - and these will be assessed as windfalls.

6.10

As a result of applying the methodology explained above, the proposed main
changes to the settlement hierarchy set out in the Preferred Options - aside
from the inclusion of a number of smaller settlements - are:
•

•

Pinchbeck is now defined as a Main Service Centre due to its close
proximity to the urban area of Spalding and its relatively high
sustainability score. Levels of housing development in the period 19762011 are also comparable.
Sutterton is now defined as a Main Service Centre due to its proximity
as a ‘cluster’ settlement and this is reflected in its sustainability score.
Sutterton also offers some opportunities for growth in areas with
marginally better flood risk. In preparing a plan for South East
Lincolnshire as a whole, the opportunity arose to examine the
settlements between the proposed Sub-Regional Centres of Boston
and Spalding from a different perspective. Sutterton is in this ‘mid-way
area’.
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•

•
•
•
•

Swineshead is now defined as a Main Service Centre which reflects its
sustainability score and availability of potential sites at low flood risk. It
is also clear that the levels of development sustained in 1976-2011 are
proportional to other settlements in the Main Service Centre group.
Gosberton Clough/Risegate is now defined as a Minor Service Centre
due to its proximately to Gosberton and generally better flood risk.
Tydd Gote is now defined as a Minor Service Centre due to its
proximity to Tydd St Mary and the level of services available.
Gedney Church End is now defined as a Minor Service Centre due to
its potential as a ‘cluster’ settlement.
Algarkirk, Kirton End, Leake Commonside and Swineshead Bridge are
defined as Other Service Centres and Settlements due to their relative
low sustainability scores and development opportunities.

7.0

The proposed settlement hierarchy

7.1

The proposed settlement hierarchy for South East Lincolnshire is:

SUB-REGIONAL CENTRES
Boston (incl. parts of Fishtoft and Wyberton Parishes)
Spalding
MAIN SERVICE CENTRES
Crowland
Donington
Holbeach
Kirton (incl. parts of Frampton Parish)
Long Sutton
Pinchbeck
Sutterton
Sutton Bridge
Swineshead
MINOR SERVICE CENTRES
Bicker
Butterwick
Cowbit
Deeping St Nicholas
Fishtoft
Fleet Hargate
Gedney Church End
Gedney Hill
Gosberton
Gosberton Clough/Risegate
Moulton
Moulton Chapel

Old Leake
Quadring
Surfleet
Sutton St James
Tydd Gote
Tydd St Mary
Weston
Whaplode
Wigtoft
Wrangle
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OTHER SERVICE CENTRES AND SETTLEMENTS
Algarkirk
Amber Hill
Benington
Fleet Church End
Fosdyke
Frampton Church End
Frampton West
Freiston
Gedney Black Lion End
Gedney Dawsmere
Gedney Drove End
Gedney Dyke
Haltoft End
Holbeach Drove
Holbeach Hurn
Holbeach St Johns
Holbeach St Marks
Holland Fen
Hubbert’s Bridge
Kirton End
Kirton Holme

Langrick Bridge
Leake Commonside
Leverton
Little Sutton
Lutton & Lutton Gowts
Moulton Seas End
Nene Terrace
Northgate, West Pinchbeck
Saracens Head
Shepeau Stow
Surfleet Seas End
Sutton St Edmund
Swineshead Bridge
Throckenholt
Tongue End
Weston Hills Austendyke
Weston Hills St Johns
Whaplode Drove
Whaplode St Catherine
Wrangle Common
Wyberton Church End
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5455
639
4454
794
4211
740
1992
335
2805
320
2810
491
1338
174
2054
302
2958
358
3504
434
1397
154
2022
290
3505
421
1302
328
6000
1437
Moulton n/a
941
128
2136
286
1339
192
1047
173
1118
199
Gosberton - n/a
Tydd St Mary - n/a
1220
307
737
149
2351
283
1961
294
491
46
1306
104
689
60
580
26
Freiston n/a
Weston n/a
131 ?
Holbeach n/a
386
12
3747
348
Frampton n/a
Wrangle n/a
Frampton

4
5
5
4
2
5
1
2
2
3
2
3
3
4
16
n/a
1
2
1
1
1

n/a
n/a

9.71 (3.0)
0.43 (0.1)
65.45 (12.5)
151.61 (34.1)
149.64 (58.5)
24.68 (12.8)
19.31 (14.3)
63.18 (25.5)
154.69 (71.8)

58.95 (31.7)

1.37 (0.2)

2.48 (0.4)

10.23 (4.0) 7.49 (2.9)
1.02 (0.5) 0.15 (0.1)
0.63 (0.5) 2.10 (1.6)
0.31 (0.1)

0.20 (0.1)

4.91 (0.8)

0.92 (0.4)
0.06 (0.0)
0.05 (0.0)

0.51 (0.2)

0.09 (0.0)

30.24 (14.3)
2.53 (3.1)

2.69 (0.5)
7.98 (2.5)
14.39 (2.4) 4.56 (0.8)
1.80 (0.3) 2.37 (0.4)
64.56 (12.3)
24.02 (5.4)
58.51 (22.9)
6.69 (3.5)
13.03 (9.6)
21.95 (8.9)
2.59 (1.2)

0.02 (0.0)

0.01 (0.0)

36.48 (28.8)
3.63 (2.7)
5.56 (4.8)
33.38 (18.7)
5.97 (3.9)
10.39 (5.8)
12.57 (4.7)
21.10 (38.4)
39.03 (21.8)
15.03 (9.7)
2.76 (2.4)
77.36 (42.4)
6.44 (8.0)

1.89 (0.9)

3.63 (1.7)

0.01 (0.0)

0.55 (1.0)

0.54 (1.0)

3.16 (0.1)
0.35 (0.0)
0.02 (0.0)
0.03 (0.0)

0.06 (0.1)

2.22 (0.4)

3.43 (1.3)
0.11 (0.1)
0.29 (0.2)

0.38 (0.2) 0.36 (0.2)

0.01 (0.0)

19.70 (0.4) 158.48 (3.5)
0.38 (0.0) 2324.14 (72.5)
219.19 (24.4)
23.40 (3.3)

4.95 (0.8)

0.01 (0.0)
0.28 (0.2) 0.11 (0.1)

2.52 (4.6) 7.25 (13.2) 2.06 (3.7)
0.21 (0.1) 0.05 (0)

0.10 (0.2)

0.01 (0.0)
0.33 (0.4)

13.40 (6.3)

1.66 (0.8) 4.51 (2.1)

0.02 (0.0)

6.29 (7.7)

0.05 (0.1) 0.01 (0.0)

0.02 (0.0)

0
4
n/a
n/a
0.71 (1.0) 0.27 (0.4)

21.05 (3.8)
303.88 (94.5)
4.36 (0.7)
394.45 (75.2)
12.89 (6.8)
269.49 (60.5)
11.74 (4.6)
153.55 (79.5)
71.51 (53.0)
162.83 (65.7)
51.09 (23.7)
39.76 (21.5)
0.72 (0.5)

71.72 (38.6)

1.52 (1.9) 0.88 (1.1)

3.15 (4.4)

0.19 (0.3)

0.33 (0.5)

7.97 (6.4)
4.50 (3.6)
15.74 (11.6)
66.46 (57.3)
112.18 (62.7)
84.58 (55.8)
135.53 (75.2)
201.45 (75.1)
0.85 (1.6)
68.00 (38.0)
72.14 (46.6)
31.81 (28.1)
105.06 (57.6)
8.03 (10.0)
0.04 (0.0)
0.04 (0.0)
0.14 (0.1)
0.29 (0.5)
79.03 (37.4)
0.60 (0.5)
18.03 (21.9)
1.99 (4.6)
0.28 (0.3)
21.77 (27.5)
3.63 (5.1)

D 4 A & NFZ3 ha (%)

D 4 M & NFZ3 ha (%)

D 4 S & NFZ3 ha (%)

Low H & NFZ3 ha (%)

No H & NFZ3 ha (%)

D 4 A and NFZ 2 ha (%)

D 4 M and NFZ 2 ha (%)
8.89 (0.2)
0.36 (0.0)
0.01 (0.0)
0.01 (0.0)

1.24 (0.5) 6.75 (2.6)
0.09 (0.0) 0.03 (0.0)
0.77 (0.6) 1.99 (1.5)

24.47 (13.2) 0.45 (0.2) 0.23 (0.1)

85.61 (67.6)
116.58 (85.8)

33.22 (18.6)
4.23 (2.8)
1.92 (1.1)
54.07 (20.2)
5.38 (9.8)
2 37.02 (20.7)
1 67.69 (43.7)
2
2
1 3.10 (3.9)
1
1
0

n/a
n/a
?
n/a

13.73 (0.3) 10.35 (0.2) 19.00 (0.4) 21.21 (0.5) 68.66 (1.5) 2.68 (0.1)
0.51 (0.0) 0.35 (0.0)
163.45 (5.1) 0.97 (0.0)
0.02 (0.0)
26.50 (2.9) 0.04 (0.0)
2.52 (0.4
0.14 (0.0)

D 4 S & NFZ 2 ha (%)

114
106
100
86
81
79
77
73
72
71
70
67
66
65
62
57
57
55
55
53
48
45
45
43
41
40
37
32
63
59
58
55
52
45
44
42
42
41
41
39

Low H & NFZ 2 ha (%)

Pinchbeck
Sutton Bridge
Crowland
Sutterton
Donington
Swineshead
Surfleet
Weston
Gosberton
Moulton
Wrangle
Old Leake
Whaplode
Butterwick
Fishtoft*
Moulton Chapel
Bicker
Fleet Hargate
Quadring
Tydd St Mary
Sutton St James
Gosberton Clough/Risegate
Tydd Gote
Cowbit
Gedney Hill
Gedney Church End
Deeping St Nicholas
Wigtoft
Frieston
Leverton
Benington
Haltoft End
Weston Hills
Little Sutton
Holbeach Hurn
Algarkirk
Wyberton*
Frampton West
Wrangle Common
Hubbert's Bridge

10458
4821
5371

No H & NFZ2 ha (%)

124.37 (2.7)
36 28.68 (0.9)
14 11.34 (1.3)
7
12

D 4 A & NFZ1 ha (%)

5317
2005
1056
1139

D 4 M & NFZ1 ha (%)

n/a
173
132
126

D 4 S & NFZ1 ha (%)

% of District Parish Completions 1976-2011
45

Low H & NFZ1 ha (%)

Parish Completions 1976-2011
4101

No H & NFZ1 ha (%)

Sustainability of Settlement Score
n/a

Parish Population 2011

Appendix A: Settlement Hierarchy Assessment
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Boston (Excl. "urban" parts of Fishtoft &
Wyberton Parishes)*
Spalding
Holbeach
Long Sutton
Kirton (incl parts of Frampton Parish)**

48.48 (1.1)
46.09 (1.4)
233.55 (26.0)
29.20 (4.1)

115.25 (2.5)
199.81 (6.2)
276.55 (30.8)
117.42 (16.5)

1922.08 (42.0)
196.61 (6.1)
129.42 (14.4)
525.68 (73.7)

2040.38 (44.6)
242.64 (7.6)
1.79 (0.2)
14.61 (2.0)

28.82 (5.3)

81.34 (14.9)

357.23 (65.3)

56.34 (10.3)

11.45 (1.9)

25.29 (4.3)

123.04 (20.7)

389.90 (65.7)

29.74 (15.6)

83.47 (43.9)

62.64 (33.0)

1.33 (0.7)

0.19 (0.1)
1.77 (0.9)
5.33 (3.9)

0.14 (0.1)
0.54 (0.3)
10.50 (7.8)

5.63 (2.2)
3.73 (1.9)
9.53 (7.1)

0.8 (0.4)
0.72 (0.5)

0.40 (0.2)
31.25 (16.9)
1.51 (1.1)
7.26 (3.9)
0.40 (0.3)
3.73 (3.0)

3.09 (1.4)
33.43 (18.1)
3.76 (2.8)
20.13 (10.8)
1.21 (0.8)
3.70 (3.0)

1.90 (0.9)
78.95 (42.7)
91.73 (69.0)
2.30 (1.2)
62.21 (42.7)
32.88 (26.4)

12.14 (10.5)

21.96 (18.9)

9.79 (8.4)

0.07 (0.1)

10.86 (7.2)
17.93 (9.9)

33.51 (22.1)
14.55 (8.1)

11.20 (7.4)
0.02 (0.0)

0.93 (0.6)

0.99 (1.8)
4.63 (2.6)

2.53 (4.6)
28.78 (16.1)

6.83 (12.4)
1.14 (0.6)

4.16 (7.6)

33.14 (29.2)

39.59 (34.9)

5.82 (5.1)

0.16 (0.1)

10.27 (12.8)
0.16 (0.2)
0.05 (0.1)
0.14 (0.1)
0.84 (1.4)
4.63 (2.2)
1.32 (1.0)
14.19 (17.3)
7.38 (16.8)

26.27 (32.8)
0.50 (0.6)
0.72 (0.8)
0.46 (0.5)
2.38 (3.9)
56.45 (26.7)
5.90 (4.7)
19.30 (23.5)
19.48 (44.5)
0.01 (0.0)
7.63 (9.1)
19.88 (25.1)
10.06 (14.1)

21.91 (27.3)
8.87 (10.2)
37.71 (42.3)
48.86 (49.2)
30.00 (49.7)
15.77 (7.5)
117.92 (93.3)
21.80 (26.5)
14.21 (32.4)
2.21 (2.9)
73.78 (87.6)
19.90 (25.2)
45.72 (63.9)

1.38 (1.7)
77.24 (89.0)
50.71 (56.8)
49.66 (50.0)
26.91 (44.5)
0.12 (0.1)
0.62 (0.5)
0.01 (0.0)
0.74 (1.7)
72.83 (97.0)
1.21 (1.4)
0.41 (0.5)
4.85 (6.8)

1.36 (1.6)
17.13 (21.7)
2.65 (3.7)

1.44 (0.8)
35.26 (26.5)
82.00 (56.2)
76.39 (61.3)
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Frampton**
Holbeach St Marks
Fleet Church End
Kirton End
Swineshead Bridge
Gedney Dyke
Kirton Holme
Lutton & Lutton Gowts
Whaplode Drove
Leake Commonside
Saracen's Head
Holbeach Drove
Northgate, West Pinchbeck
Gedney Drove End
Sutton St Edmund
Gedney Black Lion End
Whaplode St Catherine
Fosdyke
Moulton Seas End
Langrick Bridge
Shepeau Stow
Throckenholt
Amber Hill
Holbeach St Johns
Gedney Dawsmere
Holland Fen
Surfleet Seas End
Tongue End
Nene Terrace

38
38
34
34
34
32
32
32
31
30
30
28
28
27
26
24
24
22
22
21
20
20
18
18
17
17
16
15
6

1299
78
Holbeach n/a
Fleet
n/a
Kirton
n/a
Swineshead - n/a
Gedney n/a
Kirton
n/a
1261
180
Whaplode - n/a
Old Leake - n/a
Whaplode - n/a
Holbeach n/a
Pinchbeck - n/a
Gedney n/a
684 ?
Gedney n/a
Whaplode - n/a
480 n/a
Moulton n/a
Holland Fen - n/a
Whaplode - n/a
Sutton St Edmund
294
20
Holbeach St Johns
2351 n/a
669
24
Surfleet n/a
DSN
n/a
Crowland - n/a

1
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

0.08 (0.1)
2.46 (3.4)
20.78 (38.8)
2.01 (1.9)
1.39 (2.9)

0.62 (1.2)

1.19 (2.2)

0.25 (0.5)

0.08 (0.2)

0.33 (0.7)

0.16 (0.3)

0.06 (0.1)

0.02 (0.0)

7.12 (9.9)
2.46 (2.9)
5.56 (10.4)
6.96 (6.6)
0.57 (1.2)

0.05 (0.1)
0.39 (0.5) 0.09 (0.1)
0.16 (0.3) 0.72 (1.4)
0.06 (0.1)
0.72 (1.5) 0.38 (0.8)

0.04 (0.0)
3.87 (7.2)

0.01 (0.0)
1.77 (3.3)

0.10 (0.2)

0.04 (0.1)

1
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
?
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

88.67 (64.7)
7.22 (2.5)
59.11 (75.3)
39.61 (17.4)

17.68 (12.9)
0.12 (0.0)

0.17 (0.1)

5.50 (1.9)
9.69 (12.3)
6.61 (2.9)

1.52 (1.4)

0.46 (0.2) 0.14 (0.0)

7.38 (7.0)
3.90 (4.8)
0.02 (0.0) 0.02 (0.0)
16.56 (19.7)
0.01 (0.0) 0.01 (0.0)
3.62 (3.3)
0.93 (0.8) 0.76 (0.7)
1.08 (4.5)
14.02 (12.9)
3.14 (3.1)
7.77 (15.3)
12.08 (13.5)

14.25 (16.9)

72.14 (66.2)
30.48 (29.8)
0 1.27 (2.5)
13.89 (15.5)

0.01 (0.0)
0.06 (0.0)

0.02 (0.0)

0
n/a
n/a
n/a

9.79 (7.4)
2.53 (1.9)
0.22 (0.5)

6.97 (5.3)

3.50 (2.7)

2.37 (1.8)

0.96 (0.7)

1.68 (1.3)
6.79 (5.2)
6.15 (15.0)

1.65 (1.3) 2.33 (1.8)

2.31 (1.8)

1.58 (1.2)

31.71 (44.1)
7.15 (8.5)
15.63 (29.2)
25.66 (24.2)
0.96 (2.0)
5.18 (3.7)
30.60 (22.3)
23.38 (25.3)
35.64 (12.2)
4.87 (6.2)
180.90 (79.7)
96.92 (91.6)
17.34 (21.5)
52.40 (62.2)
4.24 (3.0)
7.81 (7.1)
12.40 (52.4)
22.76 (20.9)
68.52 (67.1)
41.67 (82.2)
63.60 (71.0)

0.01 (0.0)
0.09 (0.1)
24.04 (33.4)
17.19 (20.5)
0.01 (0.0)
10.96 (10.3)
1.23 (2.6)
3.26 (2.3)

0.58 (0.8)
0.51 (0.6)
6.13 (8.5)
28.61 (34.1)
0.1 (0.0)
19.09 (18.0)
5.85 (12.4)
9.92 (7.0)

8.91 (9.6)
36.34 (12.5)

16.16 (17.5)
43.86 (47.5)
104.99 (36.0) 97.57 (33.5)

16.20 (20.1)
0.49 (0.6)
4.61 (3.2)
5.51 (5.0)
5.06 (21.4)

59.97 (100.00)
22.53 (17.1)
8.23 (6.3)
122.02 (92.9)
34.62 (84.4)

30.54 (41.7)
81.96 (92.3)
0.43 (0.6)
27.09 (32.2)
2.69 (5.0)
40.78 (38.4)
33.09 (70.1)
118.96 (83.9)

42.07 (57.4)
6.20 (7.0)
1.01 (1.2)
0.19 (0.4)
0.58 (0.5)
2.30 (4.9)
4.53 (3.2)
0.10 (0.1)
3.48 (1.2)

0.01 (0.0)

132.93 (100.0)

15.51 (19.2)
0.58 (0.7)
24.32 (17.0)
89.30 (81.6)
2.88 (12.2)

27.04 (33.5)

0.69 (0.9)

91.52 (64.0)
1.19 (1.1)
2.26 (9.5)

18.26 (12.8)
0.31 (0.3)

0.15 (0.3)

6.75 (11.7)

51.00 (88.1)

7.50 (5.7)

29.60 (22.5)

30.56 (23.2)

